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POLICE BLOTTER

Monday August 24, 2020

1807  Officers responded to the Budget Inn on S. Dixie and arrested Aaron G. Hoschar, w/m/42, on a felony warrant. 20-30291

2015  Officers responded to 4608 on a warrant service. They arrived and arrested Kailin Carter, b/m/24, on the warrant. 20-30309

Tuesday August 25, 2020

1213  Officers responded to Stroop and Southern on a suspicious male. They arrived and arrested Jeremy D. Elam, w/m/44, on a warrant. 20-30365

1729  Officers responded to 2750 Bobbie Apt C on a suspicious activity. They arrived and arrested Gregory A. Malone, w/m/59, for public indecency, obstruction, falsification and DC. 20-30399

1818  Officers responded to 3027 Mirimar on a menacing. They arrived and arrested Angela M. Butler, w/f/51, on warrants. 20-11865

2029  Officers responded to Meijer on a suspicious subject. They arrived and issued a summons to Lance C. Ward, w/m/41, for drug abuse instruments. 20-30418

2350  Officers stopped a vehicle on Bending Willow at Green Springs and arrested Angela R. Kolb, w/f/38, on a warrant. 20-30434
Wednesday August 26, 2020

1530 Officers responded to 2817 Nacoma Pl. on a juvenile problem. They arrived and arrested two female juveniles, w/f/13 & 15, on several underage alcohol offenses and DV. 20-30509

Thursday August 27, 2020

1913 Officers responded to the Budget Inn on S. Dixie on a warrant service. They arrived and arrested Robert R. Hatmaker, w/m/44, on the warrant. 20-30635

Friday August 28, 2020

1712 Officers arrested Mark C. Hill, b/m/28, on a warrant. 20-30732

1928 Officers stopped a vehicle in the 3200 block of Wilmington and arrested Joshua Pierson, w/m/31, on a warrant. 20-30757

2116 Officers stopped a vehicle on Stroop at Kettering Blvd and arrested Jonathan D. Hause, w/m/29, and Lacy P. Stewart, w/f/26, on warrants. 20-30770

2330 Officers responded to 5652 Kettering Sq. South on a disturbance. They arrived and arrested Joshua A. Carver, w/m/20, for felony assault. 20-30781

0309 Officers responded to 3007 Purdue on a female passed out in a car. They arrived and issued summons to Brennae K. Asaro, w/f/21, for public intox. and drug possession. 20-30794

Saturday August 29, 2020

0000 All quiet

Sunday August 30, 2020

0855 Officers responded to 3001 Kettering Blvd on a theft. They arrived and issued Patrick J. Hamilton, w/m/25, a summons for theft. 20-30939
1200  Officers responded to Englewood PD on a warrant service. They arrived and arrested Traci A. Shackelford, w/f/46, on the warrant. 20-30955

1619  Officers stopped a vehicle at 5611 Coach Dr. East and arrested Jessica L. Jones, w/f/30, on a warrant. 20-30972

1707  Officers responded to Polen at Rahn on a crash. They arrived and arrested Alana N. Mass, w/f/26, for OVI. 20-30977

2016  Officers stopped a vehicle on Dixie at Sacramento and arrested Daniel W. Ross, w/m/29, on several warrants. 20-31000

2004  Officers responded to 5605 Coach Dr. East on a crash. They arrived and arrested Ronald A. Shepherd, w/m/53, for OVI. 20-30998

2217  Officers stopped a vehicle at 2575 Woodman and arrested Eric Bizimana, b/m/26, for OVI. 20-31010